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BUILDING INDEX
CODE BUILDING — LOCATION
ACW Accelerator Centre Waterloo — G1
AL Arts Lecture Hall — G4
B1 Biology 1 — G4
B2 Biology 2 — G4
BMH B.C. Matthews Hall — G3
BRH Brubacher House — F2
C2 Chemistry 2 — G3, G4
CGR Conrad Grebel University College — F5
CIF Columbia Icefield — G2
CLN Columbia Lake Village North — B2, C1, C2
CLV Columbia Lake Village — B2, C2, D2
COG Columbia Greenhouses — D2
COM Commissary — H3

CPH Carl A. Pollock Hall — H4
CSB Central Services Building — G3
DC  William G. Davis Computer Research  

Centre — H3, H4
DWE Douglas Wright Engineering Building — H4
E2 Engineering 2 — H4
E3 Engineering 3 — H4
E5 Engineering 5 — H3, H4
E6 Engineering 6 — H4
E7 Engineering 7 — H3, H4
EC1 East Campus 1 — H3
EC2 East Campus 2 — H3
EC3 East Campus 3 — H3
EC4 East Campus 4 — H3
EC5 East Campus 5 — H3

ECH East Campus Hall — H3, H4, I3, I4
EIT Centre for Environmental &  
 Information Technology — G4
ERC Energy Research Centre — G3
EV1 Environment 1 — G5
EV2 Environment 2 — G5
EV3 Environment 3 — G5
ESC Earth Sciences & Chemistry — G4
FED Federation Hall — F3
GH Graduate House — G4
GSC General Services Complex — G3, H3
HH J.G. Hagey Hall of the Humanities — G5 
HS Health Services — F4
LHI  Lyle S. Hallman Institute for Health  

Promotion — G3

LIB Dana Porter Library — G4
M3 Mathematics 3 — G3
MC Mathematics & Computer Building — G3
MHR Minota Hagey (Velocity) Residence — F5, G5
MKV William Lyon Mackenzie King Village — E3
ML Modern Languages — G4
NH Ira G. Needles Hall — G4
OPT School of Optometry and Vision Science — G2
PAC Physical Activities Complex — G3
PAS Psychology, Anthropology, Sociology — G5
PHY Physics — G4, H4
QNC Mike & Ophelia Lazaridis Quantum-Nano  
 Centre — G4
RAC Research Advancement Centre — F1
RA2 Research Advancement Centre 2 — F1

RCH J.R. Coutts Engineering Lecture Hall — H4
REN Renison University College — F4
REV Ron Eydt Village — E3
SCH South Campus Hall — G4, G5, H5
SLC Student Life Centre — G3
STC Science Teaching Complex — G4
STJ St. Jerome’s University — F4
STP St. Paul’s University College — F4
TC William M. Tatham Centre for Co-operative  
 Education & Career Action — G4, G5
TH Tutors’ Houses — E3
UC University Club — F3
UWP University of Waterloo Place — I4, I5
V1 Student Village 1 — E3, F3

PARKING INDEX
VISITOR PARKING
All Day, Every Day
C, N, W, X: $5 per day — pay and display 
Lot X is free on weekends
HV: Weekdays: $2 per hour up to daily 
maximum of $10. $5 flat rate after  
4:00 p.m. VISA or MasterCard
M: $6 pay and display
D: Weekdays: $2 per hour up to daily 
maximum of $15. After 5 p.m. and weekends: 
$5 flat rate, VISA or MasterCard only
P: $4 coin entry for St. Jerome’s University, 
Renison University College; $5 coin entry 
for St. Paul’s University College; $1 per hour 
up to a $4 daily maximum at Conrad Grebel 
University College
OV: $5 coin exit
J, S, V: $5 pay and display. Pay in lot S.
CL, UWP: $5 pay and display

AFTER 4 P.M. AND WEEKENDS
A, B, EC, R: $5 coin entry

PERMIT PARKING 
Faculty and Staff: A, B, H, K, L, N, O, Q, R, T, X
Resident: CL, J, S, V, UWP, T 
Parking in any ungated lot after 4:30 pm 
with valid Faculty/Staff Permit

MOTORCYCLES
Purchase a term or day pass from Parking 
Services, in the COM building for use at 
motorcycle pads

ACCESSIBLE PARKING
Accessible parking for persons with 
disabilities is available in most lots.  
For details visit: uwaterloo.ca/parking

SHORT-TERM PARKING
Fifteen-minute parking is available on the 
Ring Road at Environment 2 and Ira G. 
Needles Hall. Meter parking is available,  
visit the Parking website for locations at:  
uwaterloo.ca/parking

WATCARD PAYMENT
Available at Lot C, N, W, X, M, UWP

LEGEND
PARKING

 Accessible Parking

 Meter Parking/Pay and display

 Motorcycle Parking

 Permit Parking

 Short-term Parking

 Visitor Parking

COLOUR CODES

 Academic/Administrative Buildings

 Roads and Parking Lots 

 City Roads and Parking Lots

 Pathways

 Residence Buildings

 Water

 Research Park Buildings

P

SYMBOLS

 Accessible Entrances

 Building Codes

  Construction Site and 
Future Site of Building

 Grand River CarShare

 Grand River Transit

 ION Future Stops
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 GO Transit

 Help Line Telephone

 Information

 Public Telephone

 Service Vehicle
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Davis Centre Floorplan

Presentations will be in DC 1302 and DC 1304.
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Teams

Automotive 1 Beamspam
2 Drive Force
3 SSD
4 Rocket
5 $PATH
6 Embark
7 Pool

Medical 8 Sana
9 Lighthouse

10 Cardio
11 Innovare

Software Engineering 12 Testifi
13 Lightly

Non Profit 14 MCOG
15 Blueprint
16 HAKS

Software Engineering



Projects

Lidar intensity calibration method
Object Tracking and Prediction for WATonomous
WATonomous — Lane Detection
3D Vehicle Detection for Self-Driving Cars
Path Planning System for Watonomous
Data Extraction and Processing Pipeline
A centralized carpooling platform
Integration of Builder, Hub, and Mobile
SHORE Centre Automated Referrals
iExamine: Interactive Medical Teaching App
ChemoTracker
Programming Learning Aid for High School Students
Tandem: decentralized, cross-platform editing
Mobilized Construction
Bee Tracking App
EPOCH: An Employee Volunteering Platform

... continued on next page ...
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Teams

Games 17 BlindGame
18 Timewinder
19 Codebees
20 Chicken

Social Media 21 Sece
22 Dibbs
23 Tempus

Web 24 Macro
25 Piqio

Personal Productivity 26 Aloha
Finance 27 Konstnar
Performance 28 Gom
Literature 29 Novel
AI 30 WATBrain

31 Tinge
Virtual Reality 32 TourShare
Geography 33 Rivers

Software Engineering



Projects

Never Before Seen
League of Legends self-improvement tool
Swarm AI Programming Game
Procedurally generated arcade runner for mobile
Professional connection website for alumni + students
Share-n-Tell
Group Meeting Scheduler
Macro Chrome Extension
Personalized Web Monitoring
Forest Library
A web-based application for managing stock portfolios
GPU Kernel Optimization
Innovative Creative Writing
Domain-specific Question Answering Machine
Generate Anime Characters with A.I.
Create and view VR tours
Mapping Underground Rivers
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1 Lidar intensity calibration method
Team Beamspam

Wei He, Neil Jewers, James Anthony
Cagalawan

Many autonomous vehicle projects,
including the University of Waterloo
WAVELab, use lidar sensors for au-
tonomous vehicle perception. A sin-
gle lidar unit contains multiple laser
emitter/receiver pairs (”beams”) at
increasing angles which are rotated
to scan multiple circular regions
around the sensor. Lidar sensors
measure distance and intensity infor-
mation, where intensity is correlated
with the reflectivity of the reflecting
surface. Due to manufacturing dif-
ferences, different lidar units and dif-
ferent beams in the same unit may

measure different intensity values on the same surface. This makes comparing
intensity readings captured by different beams problematic, potentially impact-
ing object detection and simultaneous localization and mapping operations
using lidar. To solve this discrepancy, we have developed intensity calibration
software which makes these intensity readings more consistent.

Our intensity calibration approach solves this problem by comparing the
measured intensity of each observation to the intensities of all other obser-
vations from the other beams of the same lidar unit within a certain radius.
The output is a set of calibrated intensity lookup tables for each beam. Our
approach does not require an expensive testing surface to determine a ”ground
truth” reading to calibrate against.

Additionally, our approach will be released as open source software, where
other calibration methods are proprietary.

Software Engineering



2 Object Tracking and Prediction for WATonomous
Team Drive Force

Jude Tillekeratne, Shrenil Patel,
Chuyang Qi, Tianyi Li, Yunrong Guo,

Weizhe Di

Autonomous vehicles have been one
of the top areas of interests amongst
researchers and technology hubs
around the world. The University
of Waterloos WATonomous team was
selected as one of eight teams to
compete as part of the AutoDrive
Challenge organized by the Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE). The
DriveForce team is working closely
with the WATonomous Prediction
team to construct a robust platform
that allows for accurate tracking and
prediction of common road objects.

The goal of our project is to be
able to keep track of each individual object that the system detects, such as
vehicles, pedestrians, and stop signs. We would like to keep an unique ID of
each tracked object, while maintaining the same ID throughout each frame in
time when the same object has been identified. We can analyze the tracked
motions of each object and generate predicted locations of these objects for
future frames.

The tracking algorithm that our team has implemented resembles an ensem-
ble learning technique in Machine Learning. We utilized the idea of boosting
numerous ”weak” algorithms that do not perform well on its own, but per-
forms extremely well when combined together. Our tracking algorithm takes
into account many factors, including regions of intersection, centre positions
of objects, direction of travel, and matching of a prediction feedback system.
We are also able to generate predictions of each tracked object, up to at least
30 frames into the future, using our prediction model. Furthermore, our pre-
diction model also utilizes Bayesian Networks to predict pedestrian behaviours
and generate responses when we detect if a pedestrian is about to cross an
intersection.

Our team has integrated our project into the WATonomous team’s software
stack using the ROS (Robot Operating System) framework. We hope that our
project can act as a good starting point for future team members on the
WATonomous team working towards the competition challenges in the next
two years.

https:// watonomous.ca/
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3 WATonomous — Lane Detection
Team SSD

Seth Rubin, Vera Lin, Ted Ying, Jerry
Jiang

In 2017, the Society of Automo-
tive Engineers announced the Au-
toDrive challenge, a 3 year com-
petition where undergraduates seek
to develop and demonstrate a full
autonomous vehicle. The Univer-
sity of Waterloo will be participat-
ing in AutoDrive via WATonomous,
a new student design team with
over 100 current members. In April
2018, WATonomous will be compet-
ing against teams from 7 other uni-
versities in Yuma, Arizona in the 3
first-year challenges: stop sign obe-

dience, obstacle avoidance, and lane keeping.
Team SSD aims to help WATonomous build a lane detection solution capa-

ble of completing the first year challenges in April 2018. While there are many
existing lane detection projects, WATonomous requires one that will meet the
performance limits of the competition hardware while retaining enough accu-
racy to return reliable results.

We have implemented a machine learning–based solution that extracts lane
boundaries from camera images of the road. During the competition, our
results will be processed by the path planning system as they decide the driving
path. We expect to meet the performance and accuracy requirements for the
year 1 competition, and hope that our system will be a good base for the year
2 challenges.

watonomous.ca

Software Engineering
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4 3D Vehicle Detection for Self-Driving Cars
Team Rocket

Adrian Kovacevic, Kevin Xiao,
Weilong Wu, Haven Szostak, Difei

Zhang, Oscar Zhao

Self driving cars use a variety of cam-
eras and sensors to identify the lo-
cation of objects like cars, pedestri-
ans, and signs. This information is
used to make smart and safe driv-
ing decisions. Team Rocket built on
an existing algorithm from the Wa-
terloo Autonomous Vehicles Labora-
tory (WAVELab) that the combines
information from a left-mounted and
right-mounted camera to get an ac-
curate estimate of the location of sur-
rounding objects in 3D space. The
existing algorithm works by generat-
ing 2D object detection results and
combining those with depth esti-
mates. We improved the accuracy of the algorithm mainly by refining the
procedure of combining 2D detection and depth estimates, as well as by intro-
ducing tracking to detected objects. We tested the accuracy of our algorithm
on the popular KITTI 3D object detection dataset. By improving the object
detection algorithm, we hope to contribute to making WAVELab’s autonomous
vehicle eventually road-safe.

http:// wavelab.uwaterloo.ca
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5 Path Planning System for Watonomous
Team $PATH

Jacob Greenan, Shiranka Miskin, Sam
Maier, Evan DeVrieze, Dhruv Lal,

Matthew Lapointe, Navin Mahabir

Driver error accounts for approxi-
mately 94% of automobile crashes.
With sufficiently robust software, we
can reduce damage and fatalities by
eliminating the human fallibility. In
pursuit of this goal, eight universi-
ties in North America are competing
in the SAE AutoDrive challenge: a 3
year competition consisting of yearly
challenges with increasingly realistic
driving scenarios. The goal of the
competition is to reach Level 4 au-
tonomy, as defined by SAE, by the
end of the third year. We joined
WATonomous, the team uWaterloo

for this challenge, during its first year. The year one competition takes place
on April 30, 2018 and the objectives consist of navigating a straight road with
stop signs, a curved road, and a multi-lane road with obstacles.

Within the larger WATonomous organization, we are members of the path
planning team. Given a map of the surrounding environment, we make legal
traffic decisions, plan short-term trajectories to execute these decisions, and
provide inputs to the vehicle actuation system such that it follows our path.
All of the software for WATonomous is contained in Robot Operating System
(ROS) components, or “nodes,” of which our system spans three: one for
traffic behaviour, one for trajectory planning, and one for feedback control.

In the traffic behaviour node, we ingest the local map generated by a com-
bination of sensors to determine our next goal while obeying traffic rules. This
is accomplished using a state machine model of the rules of the road. In the
trajectory planning node, we determine a viable path to reach the goal provided
by the traffic behaviour node. This is done by searching the space of possible
paths, as well as potential speeds. We select a trajectory that conforms to a
number of constraints imposed by the competition rules, and vehicle limita-
tions. In the feedback control node, we use a controller to point the wheels to
an upcoming target on the trajectory, and use a second controller to meet the
specified speeds on the trajectory. This interfaces with the embedded controls
which perform the actuation on the car.

We believe that we have created a path planning framework that will meet
not only the challenges of the first year of the AutoDrive competition, but also
the increasingly complex demands of the second and third year competitions.

Software Engineering



6 Data Extraction and Processing Pipeline
Team Embark

Marcus Sjolin, Paul Ashbourne

Embark is a University of Waterloo
founded startup focused on develop-
ing self-driving technology for semi-
trucks out of their office in San Fran-
cisco, California. Since their public
launch in February 2017, Embark has
tested their technology extensively on
public roads, and in the Fall of 2017,
announced a partnership with two
other firms to run the longest auto-
mated freight route in the world, a
660 mile route running from Ontario,
California to El Paso, Texas. In Jan-
uary 2018, Embark went a step fur-
ther, taking their protoype vehicle on the first coast-to-coast journey across
the United States, from Los Angeles, California, to Jacksonville, Florida.

As we expand our testing and operate freight routes that extend across time-
zones, keeping a tight iteration cycle requires us to solve numerous problems.
Our team’s project is focused on the development of the technical infrastructure
required to keep Embark’s engineering team moving at a fast pace.

While on the road, the vehicle is constantly recording massive amounts of
data from each of its sensors, vehicle diagnostic information, as well as the
output of its algorithms. All this data is used to diagnose bugs, prototype new
algorithms by simulating their results on historical data, and as a record of
progress. In order to keep a tight iteration cycle, it is important that all of this
data is readily available as soon as possible after a test run is completed, and
that interesting data is always retained for future use.

The core components of this project include (1) the infrastructure sup-
porting data storage and streaming across multiple locations, (2) the systems
supporting machine learning, including data labelling, training and evalua-
tion pipelines, and (3) the on-the-road connectivity of the vehicles and live-
streaming of road data, as well as (4) the internal tooling which lays on top of
all these components.

http:// embarktrucks.com/
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7 A centralized carpooling platform
Team Pool

Akash Sant, Jobair Hassan, Aditya
Sridhar, Parsa Alipour, Surudh

Bhutani

There exists an enormous demand for
improved transportation options be-
tween the KW area and the GTA.
Although the KW-MTO has been
addressing transportation needs by
granting additional funding, a major-
ity of student transportation needs
are still unmet. In order to address
student needs, more funding for in-
frastructure isn’t the answer but tap-
ping into an existing one is. Increas-
ing the amount of vehicles on the
road isn’t the answer, increasing their
concentration, however, is. Pool
aims to integrate carpooling into the

KW culture by providing a secure and reliable platform for ride scheduling.
Pool intends to build a systematic approach for carpooling as a primary

means of transportation through an app. It does not intend to be exclusive
to students but caters more to their needs. Pool aims to advance the ease
of use, reliability and convenience offered by several existing solutions such as
Facebook groups and ride-sharing apps like Blancride. Although these stand
as acceptable solutions, none of these solutions are able to derive the socioe-
conomic benefits of carpooling.

Our team really wants to focus on building a social community around
carpooling, especially for the student body. With features such as waterloo
affiliation verification, a rating system for riders and drivers, an in-app chat
and payment method and the eventual integration of license checks with the
MTO, we are really striving to build a system that can be reliably adopted by
the student body and a system that capitalizes on the reliability of a fellow
student. Pool aims to address the stigma associated with carpooling with a
stranger by offering these verification methodologies and intends to combine
the professionalism that Uber has brought with its driver-contractors with the
student body but without the corporate intention of making a profit.

To emphasize the socially responsible motif, Pool intends to solely charge
members equally based on any capital or marginal costs associated with the
trip. This is intended to impel the idea of splitting costs and not solicit profit.
Pool is more than just an advertising platform for rides unlike the Facebook
groups, Pool truly believes in forming a social community revolving around
carpooling due to its monumental socioeconomic impact.

Software Engineering



8 Integration of Builder, Hub, and Mobile
Team Sana

David Su, Giliam Francis Meeussen,
Jiazhou Li, Xi Jie

Sana is a non-profit organization that
aims to improve the quality of health
care in third world countries. They
create and use open-source tech-
nologies to accomplish this mission.
In third-world countries and crisis
zones, there is a lack of qualified
health care professionals. To alle-
viate this issue, the Sana Protocol
Builder allows doctors worldwide to
create ”protocols”, which are stan-
dard medical procedures that can be
used to diagnose and treat patients
by trained community health workers
who may not have a formal medical
education. Doctors can share the protocols they create with other doctors
through the Protocol Hub for feedback and distribution to mobile clients. Com-
munity health workers are the end-users of the Sana Mobile app. They receive
the updated protocols and apply them on patients on the ground.

Previously, the Protocol Builder, Protocol Hub, and Sana Mobile are disjoint
components. The only way to share and distribute the protocols is to download
it as an XML from the Protocol Builder and bundle it in a new version of
the Sana Mobile app, then redistribute the app APK. The new integrated
solution allows doctors to be able to create a new protocol in the Protocol
Builder, upload it to the Protocol Hub, and from there push it to mobile
devices over-the-air. To connect the three components together, we will enable
communication between the Protocol Builder and the Protocol Hub via an API,
and leverage Google’s Firebase Cloud Messaging to distribute the protocols
from the Protocol Hub to mobile devices. A key technical challenge is ensuring
that the messages are reliably received by mobile clients, especially in areas with
spotty internet connectivity, which is often the case in disaster zones and third
world countries. Having the Protocol Builder, Protocol Hub and Sana Mobile
interconnected will allow for faster revision and distribution of protocols, and
improve the usability and usefulness of the platform as a whole. We expect
Sana to review our integration of the Protocol Builder, Protocol Hub, and
mobile app. We expect to deploy our integrated solution into production, and
receive feedback on the new version from Sana doctors who have used the
previous, unintegrated products on a regular basis.

sana.mit.edu
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9 SHORE Centre Automated Referrals
Team Lighthouse

Iman Kazerani, Emily Walls, Jeff
Gulbronson

Access to abortion is a fundamental
part of women’s reproductive health.
Although Canadian law reflects this
[1], there is still a great deal of stigma
and shame around the topic, making
it more difficult for women and girls
seeking abortions to receive the care
they need. One barrier is simply the
challenge of calling up a clinic and
having to speak to another person
about an unwanted pregnancy.

The SHORE Centre primarily
serves the 19- to 24-year old demo-
graphic, providing information on re-

productive health, and referrals for abortions and other procedures. SHORE is
available by phone, to allow clients to speak with doctors and other profession-
als, and get updated, accurate information. However, as mentioned, discussing
an unwanted pregnancy with a stranger is difficult. To help, SHORE imple-
mented a basic web form to handle some basic questions, and saw a significant
rise in contacts. SHORE reached out to us to create a more robust system to
allow clients to get the answers they need, while providing a more comfortable
form of communication.

We have created a framework that allows users to easily contact the SHORE
Centre by whichever contact method they find most comfortable, provide the
information needed for a referral, and get that referral automatically in a safe,
secure, and private manner. The information can also be easily updatable
by the SHORE Centre to provide the most current information, and referrals,
to those in need. The system is always online, unlike the people working at
SHORE. One survey discovered that people aged 18 to 29 prefer texting much
more than phone calls [2]. As a result, we provide a number of other interfaces
to complement the web-form: namely text messaging, Facebook Messenger,
and email. The same information is displayed in each method, so users can
just choose whichever is most comfortable and accessible to them at the time.

[1] https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/abortion/
[2] http://news.gallup.com/poll/179288/new-era-communication-americans.aspx

Software Engineering
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10 iExamine: Interactive Medical Teaching App
Team Cardio

Sherwin Aminpour, Pushpak Kumar,
Emma Thomson, Yusi Zeng

Physical exam skills among medical
trainees and young physicians have
eroded over the past few decades
leading to an over reliance on imag-
ing and laboratory testing to make
clinical diagnoses for conditions, such
as Congestive Heart Failure (CHF).
Currently, most physical exam educa-
tion comes from written instructions
in textbooks and occasional interac-
tions with real patients during clinical
clerkships. On the other hand, online
training is quickly emerging as a lu-
crative mode of medical education, a
market poised to reach US$38.4 billion by 2024.

We are collaborating with Dr. Anubodh Varshney (MD), an internal medicine
resident and his team at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston, affiliated
with Harvard Medical School to develop a mobile app that allows users to: (i)
Visualize physical exam findings and maneuvers relevant to CHF (ii) Under-
stand the predictive values of various cardiovascular parameters that affect the
physical exam findings (iii) Assess their knowledge of physical exam findings.

Taking a mobile first approach brings several challenges. Android is notori-
ous for varying screen sizes, so properly structuring complex XML layouts and
dynamically generating reusable XML views adds significant technical complex-
ity, in addition to the need for sophisticated data persistence utility, like AWS
- Simple Storage Service (S3) with custom security configurations.

For our chosen domain, there is no digital solution that addresses all the
objectives identified above. Our app will be a one-stop-shop that allows users
to visualize pertinent physical exam findings, understand their utility in predict-
ing various pathologies, and assess their knowledge of these in an interactive
manner to aid the learning process.

Dr. Varshney has been conducting focus groups with medical students at
Harvard that have been providing us with great feedback on desired features,
and possible improvements. The final version of the app will be available to
students in April to use and we are hoping to see how they feel about not just
the content integrated in the app but also the UI/UX of the app.
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11 ChemoTracker
Team Innovare

Mustaqeem Khowaja, Jessica Hanta,
Janice Patricia, Lakshini Sivasothy,

Oluwaseun Makinde

According to the the Canadian Can-
cer Statistics, in 2017, it is pro-
jected that 206,200 Canadians will
develop cancer, and 80,800 will die
of the disease. Every cancer patients
go through chemotherapy to cure,
control, and ease cancer symptoms.
There are some side-effects of under-
going chemotherapy, such as vomit,
diarrhea, nausea, and other symp-
toms. Typically, patients cannot ac-
curately describe all the symptoms
they experience since their last visit
with their physician.

Currently, there are no applica-
tions available to help patients track

and manage symptoms nor to connect them to healthcare team. Together
with our partner, FocusOnCare, from School of Pharmacy at the University
of Waterloo, we created ChemoTracker. ChemoTracker aims to solve this by
providing patients the means to track symptoms daily, which will enable them
to better manage side-effects. Moreover, ChemoTracker will not only facili-
tate patient-provider communication, but also help educate patients on topics
related to cancer and its side-effects.

ChemoTracker is designed with the goal to maximize usability across all user
groups. The design involves an understanding of human-computer interfaces,
computer security, and software algorithms.

Software Engineering



12 Programming Learning Aid for High School
Students
Team Testifi

Joshua Chorlton, Richard Wong,
Matthew Du

High school computer science teach-
ers across the GTA spend con-
siderable amounts of time grading
and correcting assignments, some of
which can be graded automatically.

The objective of this project is to
provide an automated programming
assignment grading system that is ac-
cessible to both teachers and stu-
dents with limited technical exper-
tise.

Our design provides a platform
for teachers to compose program-
ming questions and for students to
submit solutions against those ques-
tions. The platform grades students based on teacher-provided test cases and
provides hints where students have problems.

One design challenge involves running user-submitted programs in a safe
and correct manner. Another design challenge is about making the platform
friendly for non-technical users.

The main benefit of Testifi over existing code-grading platforms is its rela-
tively low cost and ease of use.

As of early January 2018, the platform has been deployed to production for
a pilot with a CS class at Thornhill Secondary School.

testifi.me
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13 Tandem: decentralized, cross-platform edit-
ing
Team Lightly

Geoffrey Yu, Jamiboy Mohammad,
Sameer Chitley

Tandem is an add-on for your favorite
text editor that enables collaborative
editing. Tandem makes use of pop-
ular editors’ existing plugin infras-
tructures to add this feature. Tan-
dem works across multiple platforms
and editors. In addition, the system
is decentralized so data is not sent
through a third party server. We cur-
rently support Neovim and Sublime
Text 3 and Tandem is built to be ex-
tendible to other plain-text editors as
well.

Collaborative tools are already
available for rich text documents and spreadsheets. But when wanting to
collaborate on code, developers don’t have as many choices. Some collabora-
tive editors work in the browser, but these don’t allow developers to use their
own custom set up in their favorite native editor. Additionally, these alterna-
tives often relay changes through a central server, which is not desirable when
working on sensitive intellectual property. Other existing peer-to-peer solutions
such as Atom’s Teletype require all participants to use the same editor.

Tandem addresses all of these concerns by plugging into a variety of native
text editors, giving participants the ability to use the editor they are most
familiar with. Tandem connects participants together directly instead of having
to relay edits through a central server to keep users’ data private. We hope
this reduces friction when typing in tandem!

http:// typeintandem.com
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14 Mobilized Construction
Team MCOG

Jack Song, Michael Ahn, Sally Yang
Jing Ou, Ryan O’Leary

In many parts of Africa, road infras-
tructure is often poorly maintained or
non-existent. Road projects are over-
looked by governments due to their
unattractive costs that tend to in-
crease as these projects progress. To
compound the issue, there is insuf-
ficient data to indicate which roads
are in dire need of repair as well as
a lack of affordable means to gather
this crucial information. Residents
of local communities have a need for
improved infrastructure but lack the
resources and funding to construct
their own solutions.

We partnered with Mobilized Construction, an organization dedicated to-
wards solving transportation and infrastructure maintenance in Africa using
technology. Mobilized Construction arranges road project contracts from gov-
ernments to employ local villagers and fund the building of roads for these
communities. We have developed an offline-first Android application that al-
lows local villagers to manage and report contract progress to Mobilized Con-
struction. An online dashboard allows Mobilized Construction to oversee their
projects and interactively input new road contracts.

Our solution has been deployed to build two road projects in Kenya and
has partnered with over 20 local residents. We have empowered communities
to improve their infrastructure and be connected to crucial funding from or-
ganizations and municipalities. By facilitating the creation and maintenance
of roads in Africa, we hope to pave the way for future economic growth and
community development.

https:// www.mobilizedconstruction.com/
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15 Bee Tracking App
Team Blueprint

Dinah Shi, John Salaveria, Luisa San
Martin

With bumble bee populations de-
clining across Canada, environmen-
tal non-profit Friends of the Earth
Canada created an annual initiative
called The Great Canadian Bumble
Bee Count. It encourages Canadi-
ans to get out of the house, con-
tribute to citizen science, and learn
how they can do their part in making
the ecosystem more friendly for bees.

Our capstone project is a joint ef-
fort with Friends of the Earth Canada
to create a mobile app supporting the
Great Canadian Bumble Bee Count.
With hobbyists as our primary user
target, the app enables users to cap-
ture bee sightings in the wild and
upload information such as weather,
habitat type, etc. The bee sight-
ing data is shared with Bumble Bee
Watch, an organization with collab-
orators across North America. The
collaborators include scientists who

analyze the submissions to learn about migration patterns and make informed
decisions about preserving the bee populations in local areas. The mobile app
also teaches users how to get involved through an interactive collection of ed-
ucational tips on how to create a sustainable environment for bees in their own
backyards. This project is done in collaboration with UW Blueprint, a student
non-profit organization that strives to make technology accessible and useful
for those who create communities and promote public welfare.

http:// foecanada.org
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16 EPOCH: An Employee Volunteering Platform
Team HAKS

Ayush Bhagat, Hanumanth Kumar,
Kaivalya Gandhi, Sahil Jain

Currently, nonprofits face challenges
consistently enlisting volunteers from
the community, especially people not
in the youth or elderly demographic.
The existing process of giving back
involves multiple steps, potentially
taking weeks between submitting an
application to actually volunteering.
Furthermore, companies across in-
dustries recognize the value of mo-
bilizing talent to engage in social im-
pact and community initiatives in or-
der to stay relevant and be sustain-
able. Working professionals also pre-
fer sharing skills and time alongside
people with similar ambitions and interests to make impact in their local com-
munities.

Our project involved collaborating with EPOCH - a social enterprise based
out of Communitech - to develop a custom platform to solve these challenges.
EPOCH’s mission is to unlock purpose in the modern workplace by connecting
and engaging like-minded talent through social impact opportunities. We were
able to leverage insights from the co-founders who were previously active vol-
unteers in Kitchener-Waterloo and had worked with refugee aid organizations
in Europe and North America throughout 2017.

The platform connects employees with curated, local volunteering oppor-
tunities in partnership with nonprofits who manage volunteer openings across
various areas. Small groups of employees across partner companies are algorith-
mically matched together, following which automated reminders are delivered
through chatbot and email integrations. Users who have been matched with
events can confirm their attendance, view other attendees, and invite other
users.

To roll-out the software platform, EPOCH is working out pilot partnerships
with 3 local companies to test our solution with their employees. The pilots are
projected to positively impact over 8 local nonprofits and organizations from
Kitchener-Waterloo and the Greater Toronto Area in 2018.

https:// epochapp.com
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17 Never Before Seen
Team BlindGame

Chris DeVisser, Cole Vander Veen,
Changqi Du, Connor Bossy

The visually impaired are underrep-
resented in the video game market
because video games primarily com-
municate information visually. While
non-visual games do exist, their qual-
ity is insufficient to draw the visu-
ally impaired into the world of gam-
ing. Our project seeks to change this
by developing a fun and sophisticated
game that can be played by both vi-
sually impaired and sighted players.

Our design approach is to cre-
ate an audio-based puzzle platform-
ing game where the player can de-
termine their position using echolo-

cation. The player shoots a ”beam” of sound, which bounces off an object and
shows how far away the object is. This game is developed in Unity, and we
integrated it with an external level design tool to speed up development and
iterate more quickly.

The main advantage of our game over other games for the visually impaired
(in addition to deeper mechanics and more enjoyable gameplay) is our rigorous
user testing. By observing how users react to the environment, we tuned our
application to provide a better experience for all players. Every user has offered
a unique perspective and valuable feedback.

To assess how well the objectives have been accomplished, we will look
at the number of downloads of the game by both sighted users and visually
impaired users. Our user feedback is also an important metric for success.

Software Engineering



18 League of Legends self-improvement tool
Team Timewinder

Jameson Yu, Peter Li, Kelvin Jiang

Timewinder is a website focused on
game analysis and player improve-
ment for the pc game League of
Legends. With the rise of e-sports
and in particular League of Legends,
more and more players are joining the
game. Our goal is to improve the skill
level of league of legends players and
tailor our analysis for individual play-
ers. To achieve our goal, the website
is separated into three main screens:
dashboard, pregame and postgame.
In pregame we aim to provide users
with items recommendation and po-
tential play styles for the game. In postgame we focus on analyzing player
performance in a match such as the mistakes that they made and areas that
they excelled in. Lastly, the dashboard screen is where players can see their
past histories as well as various performance indicators such as their win/loss
percentage and their ranks within the game. While there exist several League
of Legends websites, our website has several features that are not seen in other
websites. These features include item recommendation in pregame, player per-
formance comparisons and better user experience.
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19 Swarm AI Programming Game
Team Codebees

Ernest Ho, William Ma, Dweep Shah,
Tony Jin, Jason Lam, Zal Machado

Codebees is a programming game
based on swarm intelligence. It helps
students at a variety of skill levels
learn about programming and artifi-
cial intelligence. Users program and
submit bots that will automatically
play against other bots in a friendly
and competitive ladder-based envi-
ronment. They are then able to track
their progress, view some game re-
plays, and improve their bots’ tech-
niques.

The goal of the game is to control
numerous bees to collect as much

pollen as possible, while using that pollen to spawn more bees and hives. The
bot will have to control every single bee optimally in order for it to surpass
other bots in performance. Also, bees are able to attack hives and other bees,
so proper offence and defence is necessary in order to excel up the leaderboards.

While there are multiple swarm intelligence games that already exist, each
one has a different set of challenges. Codebees is designed such that building a
basic bot is extremely simple, as well as improving that bot up to a point where
most users will be satisfied with. However, the game also has a very high skill
cap so that more experienced individuals are still interested in developing their
bots further. Therefore, the game attracts beginners who are interested about
artificial intelligence, while also attracting veterans who discover new swarm
intelligence strategies.

www.codebees.net
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20 Procedurally generated arcade runner for mo-
bile
Team Chicken

Jessica Wu, Hamdan Javeed, Seikun
Kambashi, David Fu

Mobile games have experienced rapid
growth in the past decade. In 2016,
mobile gaming accounted for 29% of
the $101.1B games market cap, and
continues to be the fastest growing
segment. It is expected that by 2020,
mobile gaming will account for more
than half of the total games market.
More than 500 new games are re-
leased everyday on the iOS App Store
alone, however mobile games have
yet to establish a positive reputation
as a sophisticated game platform due
to a lack refined game mechanics.

Chiki’s Chase is a mobile endless arcade runner built with the Unity game
engine, and uses procedural level generation to provide players with an en-
gaging, action-focused gameplay that offers significant replay value. Players
are also given randomized choices for upgrades that allow them to shape the
mechanics and outcomes in each play-through to their preference.

Chiki’s Chase uses procedural generation to produce endless arrangements
of obstacles that are parameterized to scale with difficulty as the player navi-
gates further into the game. This offers a high amount of replayable content
that is focused on actively engaging the player, rather than a static game that
may become repetitive.

https:// chikischase.github.io/
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21 Professional connection website for alumni +
students
Team Sece

Jake Si, Peter Chu, Darren Cao,
Ernest Wong

University of Waterloo is both unique
and successful for its coop program.
Students look for jobs every term,
and often lower years seek the ad-
vice of upper years and alumni who
have been through the process many
times for resume critique, mock in-
terviews, and referrals. In addition,
upper years are often willing to help
and give back to the school commu-
nity. Our app is a platform exclusive
to Waterloo that brings these two
groups within the university together.

Since every uWaterloo student
has an associated email address that

persists with them even after graduating, this email becomes their identifying
username and verification. Once they verify their email, we use secure HMAC-
SHA256 hash-based tokens with every request to ensure proper authentication.
With the authentication and security taken care of, there is still a lot of diffi-
culty with our app in managing the relationships between a number of entities,
including current students, alumni, companies, and more. Furthermore, the
matching logic of current students to past alumni based on what each is look-
ing for and offering is an important algorithm that determines how successful
our app will be.

Our app is unique on the market in a number ways, but the defining feature
is that it is only open to users with a valid uwaterloo email address, similar to
other successful apps in the past like Flow. This closed community is important
compared to a much larger, open competitor like LinkedIn because it creates a
more intimate and personal environment for current students and past alumni,
which fosters greater willigness to help each other on the platform. This allows
us to target our app experience towards a well-defined demographic, and offer
them features most relevant to them and their unique Waterloo recruiting
process. Furthermore, because our app is open only towards current and past
University of Waterloo students, it will be more receptive for alumni who wish
to give back to the school in some way. All of these characteristics give it a
unique niche that separates it from any competitor on the market.
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22 Share-n-Tell
Team Dibbs

Jerry Liu, Leslie Diane Reyes, Ellen
Wang, Julie Xue, David Zhang, Jason

Loo

At the current rate of waste going
into Toronto’s landfill, it is estimated
to be filled within 15 years. However,
up to 65% of the material processed
in landfills could be diverted from dis-
posal if we are consciously aware of
our consumption. The Sharing De-
pot is a non-profit organization with
the goal of minimizing our carbon
footprint by challenging our perspec-
tive of ownership and economics. It
is Canada’s first “Library of Things,”
with an active local community of
people who can access a wide va-
riety of tools and resources with-
out needing to manage their storage.
Sharing items means less resources
mined, manufactured, shipped, pack-
aged and landfilled.

Share-n-Tell is a mobile applica-
tion launched in partnership with The
Sharing Depot. The motivation be-
hind Share-n-Tell is to encourage ex-
isting users of The Sharing Depot to
share their creation stories using the resources that they borrowed. It pro-
vides a centralized experience for learning about the legacies of all the tools.
Users can explore profiles of all tools and users to see their historical contribu-
tions to innovative and interesting projects to gain inspiration. Share-n-Tell’s
main differentiator compared to mainstream social media platforms is the tai-
lored experience it offers to users who share the same value and interests for
resource-sharing.
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23 Group Meeting Scheduler
Team Tempus

Hasya Shah, Shrey Khosla, Hicham
Abou-Jaoude, Soheil Koushan, Gabriel

Wong

All teams, whether academic or pro-
fessional, need some way of choos-
ing a time to meet. This is often a
time consuming task, especially with
larger groups. The inefficiency arises
from the back-and-forth required be-
tween group members to agree on a
time. There are solutions for enter-
prises with central calendar systems,
but the market for users who each
have their own calendar system is un-
derserved. Our goal is to simplify and
streamline the process of finding a
meeting time for groups outside the
context of enterprise.

Our approach differs from their
typical time-block based approach in

which the organizer selects a set of possible meeting times and participants
select the blocks they can attend. Instead, we ask participants to share their
availabilities for a given date range. Our product then suggests the best pos-
sible meeting times given everyone’s availabilities, taking into consideration
constraints such as blackout times and the length of the meeting. Our product
also integrates with various calendar systems, allowing users to have their avail-
abilities pre-filled. Based on user experience research, this approach requires
fewer steps to set up, provides more flexibility when answering the poll, and is
faster to fill out.

The market for such a product is large. Doodle, the leading group schedul-
ing platform which uses the older time-block based approach, has over 25
million monthly users. We will measure our success in terms of the number
of polls created, number of users reached, the number of meetings scheduled
through our service, as well as the median time spent creating and answering
a poll.

https:// lettucemeet.com
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24 Macro Chrome Extension
Team Macro

Andy Zhang, Christopher Luc, Calvin
Nhieu

Keyboard shortcuts allow computer-
savvy web users to be more produc-
tive while browsing the web. The
problem is most websites dont sup-
port keyboard shortcuts or theyre dif-
ficult to discover. Macro is a Chrome
Extension (CE) that provides a plat-
form for web users to create and dis-
tribute keyboard shortcuts for their
favorite websites. Similar alterna-
tives such as Shortcuts for Google
(100K users) and Reddit Enhance-
ment Suite (2.5 million users) are
popular, but are solutions specific to
a single domain. Macro addresses this by enabling developers to write their
own shortcuts for any website and distribute them via Macros crowdsourced
plugin repository. Some challenges included weighing the tradeoffs between
dynamically loading Javascript shortcuts vs compiling and loading it directly
into the CE. Another challenges was designing a generic platform and API that
allows developers to easily leverage Macro in Javascript.

https:// usemacro.github.io/
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25 Personalized Web Monitoring
Team Piqio

Anagha Rajeev, Philip Duncan,
Ajanthan Hariharan, Wasiur Rahman,

Owen Chen

Websites present new and updated
information on a second by second
basis. It can be very difficult to take
advantage of this information with-
out a proper monitoring platform.

We aim to provide a tool to mon-
itor all websites easily.

Piqio is our solution. It is an all-
in-one tool to allow users to track
and get notifications about changes
to websites.

Our system accomplishes this by
allowing users to easily pick content
they want to track via a chrome ex-
tension and follow changes to that
content on an online dashboard.

Piqio sends email alerts to user when the monitored elements change.
Existing alternatives are fragmented and specific to different use cases.

Weve created a generalized web monitoring tool for multiple use cases. One
use case is to track the price of iPhone X on Amazon so the users will be
alerted when the items go below a certain price. Another use case is to track
when concert tickets becomes available on ticketmaster.

http:// www.piqio.ca/
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26 Forest Library
Team Aloha

Ahmad Naved Andy Tu, Abdul Hakim,
Salman Syed, Adam Pan

University of Calgary psychologist
Piers Steel, PhD, has shown in the
2007 study, that about 80% to
95% of college students experience
some form of procrastination dur-
ing their studies, particularly around
the exam times (Psychological Bul-
letin, Vol. 133, No. 1). There are a
lot of existing software applications
that attempt to help them focus by
making it easier to avoid destruction
— by blocking destructing sources
(blockers) or helping measure the productive time (focus apps). However all
these applications fail to recognize the root of the problem. Timothy Pychyl,
professor at Carlton University in Ottawa, says that most psychologists see pro-
crastination as a kind of avoidance behavior, a coping mechanism gone awry
in which people “give in to feel good.” What students truly need is the study
approach that does not feel as a “chore” but rather fun and exciting. Forest,
unlike other focus apps, is designed to gamify the process of studying by al-
lowing the user to manage and grow a virtual world of cute animals using the
only available currency — productive time.
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27 A web-based application for managing stock
portfolios
Team Konstnar

Maaz Ali, Ramanpreet Nara, Ben
Morris, Marko Nerandzic

The university of waterloo financial
association is a student run club that
aims to educate other students on
topics related to financial investing.
Due to their role as a university club
with the purpose of education, some
of their events they have planned re-
quire specialized software. So we’ve
created a tool that integrates into
their stock picking competition so as
to help educate their students in in-
vesting concepts and give them some
experience with using financial tech-
nology (FINTECH). This tool allows
competitors to easily view their port-

folio, how they are doing in the competition, and the portfolios of other stu-
dents. Additionally, students are able to make comments on their portfolio
to explain why they longed or shorted certain stocks. Hence, this tool allows
students to learn and educate their peers and create a community for students
interested in pursuing finance as a career or as a hobby.
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28 GPU Kernel Optimization
Team Gom

David Dong, Jason Fang, Zuqi Li,
Clement Hoang, Andrew Zhou, Tony

Lu

Rearranging memory accesses is a
common method for optimizing GPU
kernels. Examples include coalescing
memory read/writes, aligning mem-
ory accesses and caching data. How-
ever, there is no one-size-fits-all ap-
proach to finding the optimal mem-
ory access pattern. The GPU pro-
grammer must have a solid under-
standing of both the hardware and
the application of the kernel in order
to write performant code.

In particular, it can be chal-
lenging to optimize the memory ac-
cesses of kernels which operate on
two-dimensional data. Since two-
dimensional array constructs are not
supported natively in GPU kernels, programmers must encode their data into
one-dimensional arrays. Ideally, programmers would have access to abstractions
that optimize the physical mappings of these arrays based on their usage and
the hardware. There is limited research that investigates the implications of
various two-dimensional array encodings for the purpose of improving GPU per-
formance. This is particularly the case for two-dimensional arrays with variable
row lengths.

We explored different encoding methods and analyzed their effect on kernel
timings for a variety of different GPUs. The results were used to design a
DSL library which determines the optimal memory layout for a given kernel.
This library integrates with CLTune, an open source library for optimizing GPU
kernels.
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29 Innovative Creative Writing
Team Novel

Addison Keizer, Josh Kergan, Patrick
Perrier, Balaji Sankaranarayanan,

Leslie Ying

Creative writing currently has a lack
of useful tools to help with writing
and structuring novels. In general
people have the option of using Mi-
crosoft Word or one of few expensive
creative writing text editors.

We have built a text editor for
novelists to write in a clean, sim-
ple, distraction free environment. To
differentiate ourselves, we have pur-
sued exploratory Natural Language
Processing (NLP) analysis to assist
in the creative writing process. Our
NLP system has features that in-
clude autocompletion of words and
detects information surrounding en-

tities in the narrative to allow the author a quick refresh of their mental model
between sessions. This allows for the elimination or reduction of required story
notes. Instead we extract information from the story itself, and display this
data to the author in a helpful and unobtrusive way. In combination with the
clean interface we believe that this is a new useful tool for creative writers.

This tool was designed to be used by hobbyists or professional creative
writers. As such we expect a variety of use times, anywhere from 5-30 hours
per week, depending on the user.

www.novel-insights.ca
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30 Domain-specific Question Answering Machine
Team WATBrain

Haolin Huang, Junji Zhang, Cong Gu,
Shengqiao Zhao, Jiaming Liu, Hanyu

Zhang, Chen Lang

Question answering system has been
a popular research topic for decades,
research in the area has resulted
in many critical frameworks and
tools. The recent study that per-
forms queries over a specific do-
main has favored an ontology ap-
proach for query evaluation. The
goal of our team is to research
domain-specific question answering
machine, and we built a prototype
of an answering machine using pub-
lic knowledge from the University of
Waterloo. Apache foundation has
open-sourced a Resource Description
Framework(RDF). We took different approaches and used various heuristics
to build an end-to-end question answering system with real-life University of
Waterloo data. We evaluated the performance and accuracy, and a novel
architecture that can integrate third-party APIs into RDF knowledge graph.
However, we encountered a bottleneck during entity extraction in our natural
language understanding module. We used Conditional Random Field(CRF),
which is a classical statistical modeling method in pattern recognition to im-
prove context analysis of natural language. To further enhance the accuracy
of our question answering machine, we also investigated a new approach that
uses internal feedback as a reward to a reinforcement learning model.
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31 Generate Anime Characters with A.I.
Team Tinge

Xi Chen, Ye Li, Zhaoyang Wang,
Yuang Guo

Have you ever wanted to draw a cus-
tom anime character but don’t have
the artistic skills to do so? You’re
not alone, there are countless writ-
ers and creators with great character
concepts but do not have the drawing
skills to make them come to life. Un-
fortunately, it takes tremendous ef-
fort to become skilled at drawing,
and not everyone may have the time
or talent to do it. Tinge is a project
that aims to bridge this gap between
creativity and artistic talent by allow-

ing people to bring their custom characters into existence without drawing
skills.

Ever since Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) were discovered, they
have been applied to the problem of generating original facial images based
on a set of images such that human observers cannot differentiate between
a generated image and a real image. The Tinge team has utilized this new
technology and implemented its own GAN model specialized for anime facial
images. This model is trained on a consistent and wholesome imageset and
used to generate high-quality, authentic anime faces. To assist creatives with
designing anime characters, Tinge exposes a set of input parameters to allow
users to customize their anime character’s appearance. A successful generation
would deliver one or more character models for a given set of parameters, such
that at least one looks convincing enough to the human eye.
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32 Create and view VR tours
Team TourShare

Dustin Woo, Kim Usi, Sofia Kim,
Raman Sarvaria, Young Jin Kim

Every 4 months, students who chose
not to sign a lease will have to
look for housing for the school term.
These students choose to sublet for
4-8 months rather than leasing for a
year so that they can save money.
Finding a place to sublet is a very
informal process; ideally to have a
perfect representation of where they
would be living, they would have to
visit the place. Viewing only pictures,
people will have to create a men-
tal model to depict what a property
looks like. This mental model is of-
ten incomplete, necessitating a house viewing, if possible, to facilitate the final
steps of decision making.

TourShare aims to enable users to make better decisions regarding their
subletting or visiting a property/venue. Users will have a better mental model
of the space after being immersed in VR.

TourShare offers an immersive experience that is not offered by other prod-
ucts designed to assist housing needs. By leveraging the modern rise and
affordability of virtual reality tech, we are able to bring the house viewing to
the user directly. This differs from existing mediums where the user would typi-
cally have to schedule a viewing themselves. The main advantage of TourShare
over existing VR housing alternatives is that it is simple to use and can be used
by anyone with a smartphone. It is easy to create a tour since it only involves
taking panoramas. Users can choose to view the tours using either their phone
for the VR experience or the web for simplicity.
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33 Mapping Underground Rivers
Team Rivers

Jeremy Francispillai, Daniel Joseph

Cities are typically built near large
bodies of water, such as Lake On-
tario, the Saint Lawrence River, or
the Atlantic Ocean. Large bodies of
water are fed by smaller streams. As
cities grow, they want to build where
those little streams are. But you can-
not just remove the stream: water
is coming from somewhere, and it
needs to continue on its way. So you
cover it up and build over it.

People are discovering the envi-
ronmental and civic benefits of un-

covering these streams, which is called daylighting them. For example, these
streams can better handle storm overflows when uncovered, which helps pro-
tect cities from big storms, which are increasing in frequency and intensity due
to global warming.

Professor Luna Khirfan, from the University of Waterloo School of Planning,
has been collecting data on underground urban rivers as part of a long-term
research project that is just getting started. We are working together with
Professor Luna and students from UW School of Urban Planning to create both
a database that will contain all of the research on the different underground river
projects as well as an interactive website that will display all of the information
from the database. This database is intended to become the premier global
resource for data on underground urban rivers.

Software Engineering
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